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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report is to provide Council with a chronological summary of information pertaining to the 
Kilgariff Estate

It is recommended that Council receives and notes this report

REPORT

1. BACKGROUND

Since the construction of Kilgariff Estate, Council has had ongoing requests from the NT 
Government to assume ownership of the infrastructure. Council has always rejected the wishes of 
the NT Government for a number of reasons.

These include:

A. Storm Water Drainage Network - below is the summary of the storm water drainage 
network by Greenhills Engineering

We have reviewed the attached report (Kilgariff Stormwater Drainage Strategy and Trunk Drain Extension Works, 
Design and Master Plan Report - Jacobs 8 June 2018)

The report has been commissioned by DIPL to define options for the stormwater drainage issues at Kilgariff The 
items discussed in the report include:

1. General stormwater road drainage design philosophy for the Kilgariff subdivision
2. Design of Stuart Highway OUD
3. Management of the stormwater arriving at the Norris Bell Avenue/Stuart Highway intersection and 

options to rectify the ponding currently experienced at this location.
4. Options for managing the Kilgariff ultimate discharge point at Colonel Road Drive

1. General stormwater road drainage philosophy for the Kilgariff Subdivision
DIPL/Jacobs have proposed that an underground stormwater drainage system will not be provided for the 
subdivision. Runoff generated by the site will flow overland in the kerb and gutter to drain to a series of 
over flow drains that will discharge to either the Stuart Highway OUD or the proposed internal OUD 
proposed in Figure 2.4 of the report.
Although detailed road stormwater design has not been discussed in this report, GREENHILL are 
concerned the approach of not utilising an underground stormwater system will result in unsatisfactory 
flow widths in the road reserve during rainfall events.

2. Design of Stuart Highway OUD
Section 4 of the Jacobs report describes the design assumptions and modelling results for the Stuart 
Highway OUD that eventually discharges onto Colonel Rose Drive.
The report does not appear to address the issues raised by ASTC previously:
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• No comment with regards to the bed slope of the OUD. ASTC had previously raised concerns 
that the bed slope had been designed at 0%, which is considered unacceptable

• Table 4.6 shows that the OUD does not have the required capacity in the 100 year ARI storm 
event to contain the flows. The table highlights that inundation of allotments will occur

• Jacobs have commented that the OUD will hold water for approximately 30hrs, with the retained 
stormwater soaking into the ground based on infiltration rate of 41 mm/hr. We do not agree that 
this will occur, with observations from site highlighting that water has a tendency to remain for a 
number of days in this area before either evaporating or soaking into the ground.

• Discharge from the OUD is proposed to remain uncontrolled over Colonel Rose Drive. The 
Jacobs report notes that there will be an increase in frequency and duration for flows over 
Colonel Rose Drive. Further options for the outlet of the OUD are described in the memorandum 
(point 4) below.

3. Norris Bell Avenue/Stuart Highway Intersection
The Jacobs Report includes a Memorandum describing an investigation and options to remediate the 
flooding issues at the Norris Bell Avenue/Stuart Highway intersection. The memorandum agrees that 
there is an issue with the previously constructed soakage pits having a inadequate design capacity to 
deal with stormwater flows arriving at the intersection.
Jacobs have provided three options to remedy the issue. These options being:

• Option 1 - construct pipe under Stuart Highway to discharge water collected at this location into 
the Kilgariff OUD

• Option 2 - Construct floodway on Norris Bell Avenue at the intersection with Stuart Highway to 
convey flows overland to the south within the Stuart Highway road reserve

• Option 3 - Provide a diversion drain around the Cemetery and force flows to discharge further 
west along Norris Bell Avenue and reduce the catchment contributing to flows at the Stuart 
Highway intersection.

Of the options described above, only Option 1 will adequately deal with the issue currently experienced 
on site. DIPL/Jacobs will need to add an additional pit at the soakage pit on the southern side of Norris 
Bell Avenue to drain this low point in addition to the works that they proposed in their report.

4. Options for Managing the Kilgariff discharge at Colonel Rose Drive
The Jacobs report also includes a memorandum describing the stormwater crossing investigation and 
options at Colonel Rose Drive and St Mary’s Creek.
The report describes the existing St Mary's Creek crossing as undefined with stormwater running in an 
uncontrolled manner across Colonel Rose Drive. The options provided by Jacobs are:

• Option 1 - construct floodway to have 100 year ARI capacity.
Jacobs describe this option as requiring a 420m long floodway to be constructed, resulting in 
approximately 700m of Colonel Rose Drive requiring reconstruction.

• Option 2 - Construction of culverts to cater for a 100 year ARI event
Jacobs describes this option as requiring a culvert crossing of 70 cells of 1.2 x 0.6m RCBC. This 
option has been proposed to ensure that all stormwater from St Mary’s creek is conveyed under 
Colonel Rose Drive, with no need for a floodway during a 100 year ARI event.

In summary, the following items raised in previous correspondence have still not been addressed:

1. Road design consists of overland flow paths only. No underground drainage has been proposed. This 
does not comply with neither Council’s standards or accepted stormwater technical guidelines (Australian 
Rainfall and Runoff) with regards to expected level of service in urban environments with regards to road 
access during storm events.

2. The Discharge of stormwater from the development (OUD) is proposed via a floodway over Colonel Rose 
Drive only. ASTC/GREENHILL had previously requested that this discharge point include culverts at 
Colonel Rose Drive crossing. This is to ensure that the existing residents east of the development can 
continue to have access during minor storm events. If this is not provided then Council can expect 
existing residents from the east of the development to raise rightful concerns regarding access as well as 
safety. The Jacobs report provides options but no clear solution or direction.
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We recommend that Council seeks a commitment of a clear level of service to Col Rose Drive and the 
existing residences east of the development as well as the time frame for the delivery of this 
infrastructure.

3. Options for the stormwater drainage of the Norris Bell Avenue/Stuart Highway Intersection has been 
suggested by Jacobs but no clear solution proposed. We recommend that Option 1 (Discharge across 
Stuart Highway via a culvert) be considered subject to further discussion of the low spot on the South 
side of Norris Bell Ave.

4. The OUD grade is of major concern. While the report mentions a minimum of 0.2% grade will be used 
(section 6.2.2), recent preliminary designs submitted for comments a few months ago suggests otherwise 
(0%). In this case, we are concerned as to how the 0.2% (subject to acceptance by ASTC) will be 
achieved. We suggest that Jacobs provide a preliminary design showing the OUD grade along Stuart 
Highway and Col Rose Drive incorporating the proposed culvert crossing (Col Rose Drive). It should 
clearly show how this discharge will impact the existing serviceability of Col Rose Drive as well as the 
impact on the properties down stream of the discharge point. This assessment should also show no 
impact on the proposed development for flooding.

Note:
This assessment has not considered any existing issues relating to the constructed development.

Regards,

David Headland
Engineer - Civil BE(Civil)(Hons)

Igreenhill
Engineers I Landscape Architects

B. Road Network - the road requires a report to be undertaken to ascertain its 
compliance with Council standards.
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2. DISCUSSION

Below is the chronological historical correspondence regarding Kilgariff Estate:

22/05/2013
Council registered its interest to receive updates on the subdivision proposed via 
DLPE (now DIPL) and received an acknowledgment on the 22/05/2016 with regard to 
the briefing proposed on 27/05/2013.

27/05/2013 Council’s Manager Developments and Manager Infrastructure attended the industry 
briefing.

28/05/2013

Council met with representatives of DLPE (DIPL) and NT Government to discuss 
concerns as seen in the concept put forward for the subdivision proposed at Kilgariff. 
Details of the specifications to construct the headworks at Norris Bell intersection and 
the entry road were also forwarded to Council. It was noted that there was no 
reference to Council’s Subdivision Guidelines.

29/05/2013
A copy of the Kilgariff Stage 1a - Industry Briefing Presentation was sent to Council as 
a registered party. Additionally a link to the ‘Request for Proposals’ was shared with 
Council.

06/06/2013 An addendum with Detailed design drawings Part 1 was added to the above linked 
location for Stage 1a of Kilgariff.

13/06/2013

Council received a letter from the Chief Executive of DLPE (now DIPL) acknowledging 
Council’s concerns with the proposed design and the agency willing to take 
responsibility for the internal roads and drains, with the intent to seek Council 
agreement in year 4 after the completion of work in order for Council, to take over the 
site in year 5.

21/06/2013

Council received further notification of the addition of 2 items under the Request for 
Proposals, a) Response to Requests for Information and b) Appendix E - Detailed 
Design Drawings Part 4 - Sewer and Water has been replaced with Power and Water 
Corporation approved drawings

25/06/2013 Council received another notification of an addendum under the Request for 
Proposals namely Addendum 4 to Kilgariff Stage 1a

26/06/2013
Council received another notification of an addendum under the Request for 
Proposals namely Addendum 5 - Response to Request for Information - further 
information

28/06/2013

Council received another notification of an addendum under the Request for 
Proposals namely Addendum 6 - Addendum to Kilgariff Stage 1a Request For 
Proposals. These were passed to Greenhill Engineers for review and inclusion in their 
report.

02/07/2018

Greenhill Engineers provided mark-up comments on the tender drawings (Appendix E 
- Detailed design drawings - Road and Drainage) issued by SKM for NT 
Government. An email was sent to Matthew Beggs, General Manager, BMD 
Consulting referring to Subdivision Guidelines as the minimum standard for 
developments. Subsequent clarifications were provided in the next few days.

05/07/2018 Council received another notification of an addendum under the Request for 
Proposals namely Addendum 7 (issued 04/07/2013) Response to Request for
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Information

08/07/2018 Council received a reminder for close of submissions on 10/07/2018 with regard to 
enquiries and the criteria for submission of Request for Proposals.

13/11/2013

Council received a new subdivision application lodged for the Kilgariff Subdivision 
development with the following description: Subdivision to create 33 lots in stage 1(a) 
by the Land Development Corporation and 47 lots in stage 1(b) for the future 
development of Kilgariff.

21/11/2013
A Subdivision application to create 33 lots in stage 1(a) by the Land Development 
Corporation and 47 lots in stage 1(b) for the future development of Kilgariff was 
downloaded by Council staff.

12/12/2013 A response was sent to DCA for the above application PA2013/0896, lodged for the 
Kilgariff Subdivision at NT Por 7234.

18/12/2013
A Notice of Consent and Development Permit DP 13/0865 is issued by DLPE for the 
purpose of a subdivision to create 33 lots in stage 1(a) by the Land Development 
Corporation and 47 lots in stage 1(b) for the future development of Kilgariff.

13/08/2014

Director Technical Services, ASTC received an email from Dept, of Infrastructure 
advising the augmentation of the Kilgariff Development entrance Road. The southern 
part of the entrance boulevard had been completed, and stage 2 involved construction 
of the northern side of the entrance boulevard and roundabout at the eastern end. 
Preliminary drawings were referred to Council for comment expected to be responded 
by Friday 22nd August.

20/08/2014 Further documentation relating to electrical and street lighting design for the entrance 
Boulevard, was submitted for comment to the Director Technical Services, ASTC.

22/01/2015

Photos were taken at the intersection of Norris Bell Avenue that caused flooding in the 
corner of Council managed Cemetery and around the Subdivision due to lack of 
infiltration and ineffective stormwater management caused by the rain event. 
Following this photos were taken on a weekly frequency to record/ observe other 
issues and establish the lack of infiltration onsite.

16/02/2015
Some of these photos were sent to Greenhill Engineers for their recording on the 
subdivision issues and to aid the preparation of the report as requested by the then 
Director Technical Services.

17/02/2015

Further to a request from Greenhill Engineers the preliminary design drawings relating 
to the Kilgariff subdivision initially sent to Council were forwarded. It was established 
that the drawings issued for construction were not sent either to Council or Greenhill 
Engineers. The same was requested from the NTG stakeholders that were interacting 
with Council at the time.

27/02/2015
An email was sent to Council by Ben Gibson, advising that he and Graeme Finch 
intended to catch up & handover drawings for Kilgariff subdivision and discuss the 
project a little further. A meeting was accepted for the 04/03/2015

02/03/2015 Opus drawings issued in 2011/12 for the construction of the Kilgariff Subdivision head 
works was located and emailed to Greenhill Engineers.

20/03/2015 Letter received by Council CEO from Ms. Leah Croke, Executive Director of Land
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Development regarding Kilgariff Subdivision.

27/03/2015
As requested by Director Technical Services, a report was submitted on the Lack of 
Infiltration and improper storm water treatment recorded at the Kilgariff subdivision 
site. This included the Bureau of Meteorology information from January 2015.

22/04/2015 Media release received by Council on the Kilgariff works being out to Tender.

05/05/2015 Follow up with Greenhill Engineers on the report regarding flooding at Norris Bell 
avenue.

18/05/2015

Report received from Greenhill Engineers with regard to the issues observed at the 
Kilgariff Subdivision Intersection of Stuart Hwy and Norris Bell Avenue. Greenhill 
Engineers recommended that ASTC seek NTG to investigate the cause of flooding 
into the Cemetery and confirm measures that will be implemented to avoid future 
occurrence.

15/06/2015 Council received an email from Graeme Finch requesting a meeting to discuss 
flooding at the Norris Bell intersection.

06/07/2015

The Kilgariff project meeting took place in the ASTC office and was attended by 
Yasmin Barnes - NT Government, Graeme Finch - NT Government, Ben Gibson - 
NT Government, Nigel Bancroft - NT Government, Dilip Nellikat - ASTC, Stephen 
Baloban - ASTC, Monish Bhindi - Greenhill (representing ASTC). Only notes were 
taken.

19/08/2015 Further to a request from Mr. Buxton, Greenhill Engineers provided an update using 
the notes taken from the meeting held between NTG and ASTC.

22/12/2015

A letter was sent by the Director of Technical Services for the Alice Springs Town 
Council, regarding Kilgariff Subdivision and the intersection of Stuart Highway and 
Norris Bell Avenue to Mr. Graeme Finch. An email reply was received advising that 
Mr. Finch would be in touch with Council in January 2016.

17/05/2016

As there was no updated information from NTG with regards to the issues at the 
intersection, a letter was sent again from the Director of Technical Services for the 
Alice Springs Town Council, regarding Kilgariff Subdivision and the intersection of 
Stuart Highway and Norris Bell Avenue.

08/06/2016 A draft letter was emailed to Mr. Buxton to be sent from his office to the then Minister 
for Lands and Planning, Hon. David Tollner.

25/08/2016 An email was received by Mr. Buxton from Steve Gilmour to discuss requirements for 
the Kilgariff Park.
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15/09/2016

An email was received by Mr. Buxton from Greenhill Engineers with regard to the 
information received by Council, for the Kilgariff Subdivision - Stage 1 B; so as to be 
reviewed for compliance with Council requirements. The comments were relayed back 
to Mr. Gilmour.

19/09/2016

A reply was received from Mr. Gilmour who was also requesting information from the 
Developer to be able to share with Council. Additionally feedback was sought on the 
Asphalt and design non-compliances as reviewed by Greenhill Engineers. Council 
replied back asking for the full information package from NTG so as to holistically 
review the development prior to consideration of handover.

26/09/2016

Some information that was received from Land Development Corporation was shared 
with council by Steve Gilmour. Multiple emails were sent but some of them bounced 
back and server size restrictions were verified with Council’s IT team. IT confirmed 
that files could be received via Dropbox, One Drive etc.

30/09/2016

Council received an email from Yasmin requesting any information in relation to the 
location of the chapel and pet cemetery in order to be considered by Jacobs in 
relation to options for stormwater management. This was forwarded internally to 
check if the information was available.

11/10/2016

An email was sent to Mr. Gilmour further to his discussion with Mr. Buxton asking him 
to pass on the details of non-conformance with the asphalting at Kilgariff so the extent 
of non-conformance may be determined with a view to considering it with Greenhills, 
and if possible to assist with an answer on the risk of taking over. It was also advised 
that with regard to the overall feedback, Greenhills were still assessing the overall 
information provided to Council.

11/10/2016

Another email was received from Mr. Gilmour regarding the non-conformances of the 
asphalt and the reports were attached, querying the acceptance criteria by Council in 
relation to the condition. These were passed on to Greenhill Engineers for further 
review.

18/10/2016

Further to discussion with Mr. Buxton and Greenhill Engineers, an email was sent to 
Mr. Gilmour advising Council’s reluctance to accept a non-conforming road. Mr. 
Gilmour was also alerted to Council not receiving further details on the completion of 
the stormwater system that would be provided across Colonel Rose drive and the lack 
of response on the treatment at Norris Bell intersection.

22/10/2016

An email was sent by Greenhill Engineers to Council’s acting Director Mr. Seccombe 
with their summary of findings for the construction of Kilgariff Stage 1B. The summary 
advised that there is key documentation missing from Dept, of Infrastructure, in the 
form of a stormwater CCTV and compaction testing sheets. The asphalt was also of 
concern given the large number of failed test results.

12/01/2017 Clarification provided to Mr.Seccombe regarding Kilgariff Subdivision

17/01/2017 Clarification again provided to Mr.Seccombe regarding Kilgariff Subdivision
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27/01/2017

2 emails with attachments received from Yasmin Barnes advising,” As there is an 
intension for NTG to negotiate the transfer of Kilgariff assets to Alice Springs Town 
Council, we would like to ensure that the proposed landscaping would be in line with 
ASTC guidelines and expectations. We are therefore seeking ASTC comments on the 
proposed landscaping scheme and the acceptance of associated future maintenance 
costs.”

16/03/2017
Kilgariff Compliance Review - Summary of findings and updates emailed to CEO and 
DTS Scott Allen, seeking acceptance to share this information with Mr. Gilmour. Mr. 
Gilmour was provided an update on the same day with a list of outstanding issues.

17/03/2017 Email reply received from Mr. Gilmour with a reply to Council’s concerns.

04/04/2017
Permission sought from CEO to continue the use of Greenhill Engineers for 
assessment of some development projects including Kilgariff subdivision. This was 
granted on 10/04/2017.

05/05/2017 Email from Clouston Associates engaged by LDC, received with regard to Kilgariff 
Park.

11/05/2017 Response sent to Mr. White in relation to Kilgariff Park and its compliance with the 
ASTC Subdivision Guidelines.

12/05/2017 Concept plan on Kilgariff Park sent to Council for comment

23/05/2017

Financial impact from the irrigated areas in the concept was unclear and hence 
clarification was sought from Michael on the perceived annual cost to council as the 
area of grassed portion was unclear. As feedback was being sought internally further 
feedback was provided suggesting more playground equipment.

24/05/2017 Email received with some clarity on the play equipment intended

29/05/2017 A further email was received with regard to Kilgariff Park and feedback from Council 
was awaited.

08/06/2017
Update provided on the decision by DCA on Kilgariff Park subdivision. Permission 
was sought to discuss design aspects of this park and also provide approval in 
principle once an acceptable Concept is presented to the Alice Springs Town Council.

09/06/2017 Permission to discuss design given by CEO provided approval was sought from CEO 
prior to an approval in principle.

15/06/2017 An update was provided to DTS Scott from Michael Visentin in relation to the Kilgariff 
Estate community park.

16/06/2017 Update provided to DTS by Manager Developments based on previous discussions 
internally and with NTG and its consultants.

17/06/2017 DTS requests Manager Developments to raise Council’s concerns with NTG
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22/06/2017

Further to an email from Michael Visentin, Council’s concerns were provided by 
Manager Developments on the same day. DTS clarifies that reports of this nature 
were to be raised at the Technical Services Committee and ratification at the Ordinary 
Council meeting.

26/06/2017 Email was received from Michael advising comments were provided for an outdated 
concept of the Kilgariff Park. This was circulated internally for comments.

05/07/2017 Email received from Tony Stubbin by CEO, ASTC to meet on 14/07/2017 to discuss 
Kilgariff Park, with an agenda limiting the chronology to their response.

06/07/2017 All work done by ASTC with regard to Kilgariff Park was listed for the benefit of CEO 
and DTS.

10/07/2017
Email received from Michael White with additional details on the Kilgariff Park design 
for review by Council. Feedback provided on the same day by Manager 
Developments.

11/07/2017 Response to ASTC comments were provided by Michael White Clouston Associates.

12/07/2017 Further response was provided by Council including the requirements for handover of 
the park, as per request from LDC.

14/07/2017 Update provided to DTS to consider during discussion with LDC.

25/07/2017 Mr. Visentin enquired Council’s approval for the naming of the Park. It was advised 
that as council was unhappy with the location the naming was not considered.

31/07/2017 Email from Kassi Picken received with an alternate concept for the park and seeking 
Council’s feedback.

02/08/2017 DTS provided LDC with an update from the Council's ordinary meeting.

03/08/2017
Email received from Kassi Picken sent to DTS and copying CEO, Manager 
Developments, expressing happiness with Council acceptance on the Park name and 
seeking further clarifications.

10/08/2017 Email received from Kassi with LDC Kilgariff Contacts Change

11/08/2017
Email received from Kassi Picken clarifying fencing arrangements at the Park. Mr. 
Geoff Mackenzie sent another email introducing himself and seeking to meet with 
Council.

16/08/2017 An update from Monday night’s Council Meeting was provided to Geoff by DTS.

18/08/2017 Geoff replies with an alternate date and time to meet to discuss Ruffino Park fencing.

30/08/2017 Email received from Michael White on the Kilgariff Park Specifications confirming 
discussions and asking further information.

07/09/2017 Email sent to Michael White seeking some clarification on lighting. Replies were 
exchanged between Clouston Associates and Council.

15/09/2017 Email sent by Geoff to DTS regarding Kilgariff subdivision queries.
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31/10/2017 Council received a request from Steve Gilmour to meet onsite at the Kilgariff 
subdivision.

07/11/2017 Email received from Yasmin Barnes with a report prepared by Jacobs on the Norris 
Bell intersection.

08/11/2017 Email sent from Council advising that the report does not consider Road widths of the 
Stuart Highway.

09/11/2017 Mr. Visentin emailed handover documentation to DTS

10/11/2017 Council emailed response to get further documentation from LDC prior to handover.

14/11/2017 Response from Mr. Visentin received to clarify their actions. Comments were noted by 
Council.

15/11/2017
Email from Yasmin received with regard to Kilgariff drains. DTS asked to pass to 
Greenhill Engineers for review and comment. This was forwarded to Grenhill 
Engineers.

16/11/2017 Yasmin is notified by DTS that the report has been passed on to consultants for 
comment.

29/11/2017 Email update received from Yasmin on the extension of Kilgariff drain. A 90% design 
review meeting was sought from Council.

04/12/2017 Internally a document confirming that Stuart highway width was doubled was found on 
29/11. Meeting was cancelled due to unavailability of DTS.

05/12/2017

Yasmin emailed Council to provide comments on the report and drawings, particularly 
any feedback from Greenhill Engineering. Manager Developments sought the report 
to be passed on to Greenhill Engineers. This was provided by Yasmin and forwarded 
to Greenhills.

06/12/2017

Yasmin confirmed via email that DIPL will be seeking to handover the drain extension 
to ASTC as part of the eventual handover of the Kilgariff 1A and 1B subdivision works. 
Council replied saying advice will be sought from consultant prior to taking over of the 
drain. Greenhill engineers replied with an email advising assessment in process.

18/12/2017 Updates sought by Council from Greenhill Engineers (GHE).

09/01/2018 Greenhill Engineers provide an email update on Kilgariff Drainage.

10/01/2018 Comments passed on to Yasmin seeking more information as per email from 
Greenhill engineers. Yasmin acknowledged.

02/02/2018 Further update provided by Yasmin advising that issued raised were addressed in 
Jacob’s design report. This was relayed to GHE.
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19/02/2018
An email was received from Yasmin on a reminder for drainage works feedback. 
Council replied saying it awaited the final copy to view the amendments as per 
Jacob’s design report.

16/03/2018 Email from Peter Teagle over Ruffino Park shade structure.

19/03/2018 Council invited by LDC for defects liability inspection.

20/03/2018 Council replied stating GHE would have to be invited and all unresolved issues must 
be resolved prior to acceptance.

29/03/2018 An email was sent to Steve Gilmour asking for updates on the summary of Findings.

03/04/2018 Council met with Yasmin and Steve Gilmour. Status of Kilgariff presented to the 
Development Committee by DTS.

05/04/2018 Multiple emails were sent to Council by Steve Gilmour with some attachments. 
Yasmin confirmed that Jacobs report was sent in November 2017.

17/04/2018 Email sent to GHE requesting status on the latest position on Kiligariff subdivision 
development as a whole including Norris Bell

19/04/2018 GHE provided a summary of issues outstanding.

24/04/2018 Letter to Minister Manison outlining all issues at Kilgariff drafted.

11/05/2018 Letter from Steve Gilmour with information on Stage 1(b) received.

29/05/2018 Another email was sent to DTS with a link to the data transfer for stage 1 b

21/09/2018
Email from Yasmin received with the Kilgariff Drainage Strategy Report, prepared by 
Jacobs, which outlines the drain design parameters as well as drainage strategy for 
future development at Kilgariff.

16/10/2018 The above email was already forwarded to GHE by DTS for further assessment. 
Check for progress.

18/10/2018 Email with updates received from GHE on the new report.

23/10/2018 An updated summary was shared internally for the benefit of DTS and CEO. This was 
discussed at the Development committee meeting on 05/11/2018.

13/11/2018 Yasmin sought feedback on Kilgariff drainage report.

15/11/2018 GHE’s response was shared with Yasmin. Yasmin acknowledged.

This is a chronological update of all communications that took place with regard to the Kilgariff 
subdivision and Norris Bell intersection as on 03/12/2018.

Council has taken ownership and the maintenance responsibilities of Ruffino Park.
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3. POLICY IMPACTS

Alice Springs Town Council Strategic Plan: 2018 to 2021 

OBJECTIVE 1: A DYNAMIC COMMUNITY
1.3: Safe and reliable public infrastructure

1.3.1: Maintain and improve local road network
1.3.2: Maintain and improve local footpaths and cycle networks

4. FINANCIAL IMPACTS

The cost estimates for the maintenance of Kilgariff Estate would need to be considered in budget 
discussions

5. SOCIAL IMPACTS

Council has an obligation to take over ownership of Kilgariff Estate but it also has the same 
obligation to take over ownership of infrastructure that is acceptable to Council standards

6. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

The environmental impacts from the storm water drainage network need to be clarified

7. PUBLIC RELATIONS

Council has an obligation to take over ownership of Kilgariff Estate but it also has the same 
obligation to take over ownership of infrastructure that is acceptable to Council standards

Scott Allen
DIRECTOR TECHNICAL SERVICES


